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• Inelastic interaction:
Non-destructive (UCN,prompt γ) analysis is sensitive to the

– Surface chemical content, especially Hydrogen

– inhomogeneities like clusters, porosity, pinholes, thin layers,

Study of UCN scattering on solids and liquids

–  UCN allowed us to measure with % accuracy the  surface
and bulk inelastic XS -advantage is that we don’t need
deuterated samples.

– Study of T-dependence of UCN upscattering at temperatures
below 20K tells us about  low energy excitations

• Elastic scattering
– Anderson localization



Surface study with (UCN, gamma)
analysis at low temperatures
• Measurement of both, H content  (by gamma

rays) and temperature dependence of the
upscattering rate, tells about chemical bound of
Hydrogen

– Direct and tightly bound H undergoes acoustical
vibrations of the lattice

– Hydrogen from molecules usually is bound to
Carbon or Oxygen that can be detected by much
softer phonon spectrum

• UCN could be used to study origin of the “boson
peak” - very low excitation commonly present at
amorphous materials and polymers. The origin of
the boson peak is not revealed yet. With high
intensity UCN very thin layers of polymer could be
studied.



Layout of Low temperature
Surface study with UCN

UCN detectors allow measurement
of UCNs flux and total loss rate of

UCN

nSCAT + 10B -
> 7Li + α +
γ , 477 keV

UCn + H -> d +
γ , 2.2 MeV

UCn + phonon -
> nSCAT

γ  detectorγ  detector

UCN
detector

Gamma detectors allow
measurement of UCNs that are
captured or upscattered by
Hydrogen. In the latter case a
10B is used as a converter



Progress in study of the
UCN interaction with surface
• To develop any application of UCN to the condensed

matter study we need
– reliable theoretical model of UCN interaction that has

been tested experimentally

– Find practical solution of technical issues for
successful UCN storage at low temperatures



Progress in theory of the
UCN interaction with surface

– (UCN,prompt γ) analysis has been tested and showed that UCN
capture is described correctly by the optical theorem with an imaginary
potential.

    Physica B 234-236(1997), JETP 115(1999), NIM A 440, 2000
– Rigorous theory of UCN coherent scattering recently was developed by

S.Belyaev and A.Barabanov, Eur. Phys. J. B15(2000). It takes into
account second order terms significant for multiple scattering effects.
Theory verifies the use of the optical theorem for phonon scattering,
whereas for liquids and amorphous materials new effects are predicted.

(Submitted to Phys.Rev. B in 2004)
–    Recent experimental study of temperature dependence of UCN

losses due to incoherent inelastic scattering on Cu surface shows that
on metals only a model of the surface film  can explain experimental
data. Model of sub-barrier losses  was reliably ruled out.
Phys.Rev. B 70 (2004)



Example of (UCN,gamma) spectrum.
H and Cl content on the surface of Cu sample

Cl

H,cap

keV



Example of calculation of the total integral
probability of UCN scattering on Fomblin oil (C3F6O)



Study of the temperature
dependence of the UCN losses rate

• Low temperature behavior of
the temperature dependence of
UCN loss rate is crucial for
different models

• We made a significant progress
in   study of UCN upscattering
on Hydrogen in our experiment
at ILL in 2001.

• Success of experiment was due
to use of the sophisticated
Ultra-high vacuum cryostat
with the oil-free and large-area
cryopumps



Study of the temperature
dependence of UCN losses rate in
2001
• Success of data evaluation was due to use of

the data of ERDA analyze made at ISL, HMI.
• ERDA analyze provide us the atomic density

of all surface compounds of UCN storage
bottle  including Hydrogen that was of great
importance!

• Analyzing our data with the data of ERDA,
neutron scattering and prompt
(UCN,gamma) analyze we showed, that
only model of the thin water-containing
film can explain experimental data. Another
model ( sub-barrier penetration into the
bulk ) was reliably ruled out, closing room
for the speculation about “anomaly” in UCN
interaction with the bulk.

• Published in Phys. Rev. B 70 (2004) 035409



Progress in experimental
UCN storage
• Since we revealed that the chemically bound water is a

main cause of the low temperature upscattering, we
began to search for a procedure of the surface
treatment that eliminate UCN upscattering on the
walls at  temperatures below 77K.

• We also re-designed and re-build our cryostat to
improve count rate and developing new kind of UCN
shutter

• In summer 2004 we tested out new set-up.



New modification of UHV cryostat

•Improvement
of the storage
time
•  Detection
efficiency
•Study of
samples

•Improvement
of pumping
• decreasing of
LN and LHe
consumption
•Low
temperature
UCN valve



UCN  storage bottle
Improvement of the
storage time:

•  Pure metal, no
welding
•Helicoflex Cu
sealing
•Surface
treatment
controlled by ERDA
analysis on ISL
facility, HMI



ILL test, July 2004
 The UCN bottle was mounted in

Berlin,  then assembled
cryostat was shipped to
Grenoble.

• Right – view of the polished
surface of the bottle  inside

• Bottom – view of the UCN
bottle and UCN  shutter
opening outside

The inside surface was
treated the same way as
small samples



Temperature dependence of UCN
losses, ILL run 2004, preliminary data
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 UCN loss rate due to absorption and beta-decay 

• The new experimental data shows
that our treatment indeed removed
the low temperature UCN
upscattering below 77K !

• This means we indeed have no
water  contamination and no
vacuum contaminations

• The new construction of the bottle
and UCN shutter  allowed us
approach very close the theoretical
limit of the storage time, i.e. loss
rate due to the beta-decay and
absorption by Copper nuclei.



Technical development
Summary

– We found the surface treatment procedure that protect metals from
contamination on atmosphere and can be easy evaporated in vacuum

– Copper is a metal that is difficult to protect. Our test shows that
Stainless steel and Ni have even less contaminations with the same
cleaning.

– Our low temperature shutter worked very good, the loss probability
was 5x10-5. This can be improved in future.

–    we are ready now  start test with samples and (n,gamma) technique



UCN elastic scattering -
Anderson localization

• Theoretically it was proposed for electrons, photons, microwaves,for
instance, P.W.Anderson Philos.Mag.B52(1985)505.

• But the experimental observation still has no success due to strong
interaction with the media (absorption)



Anderson localization with UCN
– Measurement with UCN was proposed by Dr. B. Meshcherov,

Kurchatov Institute, Phys.Solid State38 (1996)598
– At present there was 3 attempts to measure Anderson localization at

ILL one - group of Prof. D. Dubbers, two - group of Dr.B.Meshcherov
– Experimental set-up is quite simple, while it turned out impossible to

make a sample of the fine nanoparticles without their clusterisation.
–    the nanoparticles should have high potential and small absorption -

diamond seems the only candidate where conditions of the localisation
can be approached quite close.

– Nanoparticles in the liquid helium can be a suitable sample,  because
of the very small losses



Summary
• UCN inelastic scattering

– Surface study with (UCN, gamma) analysis at low temperatures

we found solution how to decrease the background from the storage
bottle itself

 we are ready now  start test with samples and (n,gamma) technique
–  Theory of UCN interaction with the bulk and films

The rigorous  theory of the coherent inelastic scattering has been
developed. The model for the non-phonon incoherent scattering on
Hydrogen still has to be developed

• UCN elastic scattering - Anderson localization
– Technical  issues of the sample preparation still are a challenge


